
DATA ANALYTICS 
AND REPORTING

Create custom dashboards and 
reports for groups or single 

vehicles. Real-time GPS tracking 
that includes location history with 

the ability to focus on a specific 
event.
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YOUR FLEET SOLUTIONS PARTNER

ADVANCED AI 
TECHNOLOGY

Equipped with AI and night vision, 
the ZenduCAM Z6 identifies 

unsafe driving  such as sudden 
acceleration, sharp turns, and 

harsh braking to save you money!

AUDIO-VISUAL 
ALERTING 

 
Easily detect distracted drivers, 
driver drowsiness, and unsafe 

driving behaviors, while assisting 
drivers with audio and visual 

corrections.

Z6 INTELLIGENT AI CONNECTED DASH CAM

• STREAMING WITH DUAL FACING CAMERAS
• INSTANT ACCIDENT RETRIEVAL 
• DISTRACTED DRIVING AI DETECTION
• 100% INTEGRATION WITH GEOTAB
• EASY INSTALLATION
• WIRELESS EXPANDABILITY

Z6
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• Our image analytics algorithm detects cell phones and 
other objects as required for enhanced notifications

• Improved facial recognition is able to recognize driver 
distraction and drowsiness at any hour of the day

•  Real-time access to live video from any device to assist 
drivers

• Be able to quickly and fully review an incident; collisions, 
near-misses or unsafe driving events to save time on 
complex investigations

• Get instant access to live video and video retrievals - 
each vehicle can have footage stored in the cloud for 30 
daysHIGHLIGHTS

FULL HD VIDEO 1080P full HD video with 140° wide angle lens

FUTURE-PROOF 4G LTE connectivity and built-in WiFi

SECURITY Tamper-resistant memory card and power connection

BATTERY BACKUP Built-in battery for off-line parking modes

INSTALLATION 2-minute in-vehicle installation

CERTIFICATION FCC, PTCRB and US operator certified

CLARITY IR night vision for clear in-cabin review

INTELLIGENT AI CONNECTED DASHCAM 
ZenduIT provides real-time visibility and valuable insights 
into overall fleet performance, helping you increase safety 
and savings!

Interested in learning more?  
Speak to your local sales representative today!

ADVANCED FEATURES

AN EXTRA SET OF EYES 

Supported by fully redundant media servers with 99.999% 

uptime.

Advanced AI detection


